PROGRAM

THE 7TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Electronic Resources for Research and Education: Development, Promotion and Use

SEPTEMBER 22–29, 2019
RETHYMNON, CRETE, GREECE
Tuesday, September 24, 2019

08.30–09.00  Registration

09.00–09.20  Conference group photo (Meeting in the Hotel lobby)

CONFERENCE OPENING

09.20–09.30  Greetings from the Organizers
Alexander Kuznetsov, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

SCIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION. THINKING FOR THE FUTURE (09.30–13.10)

Chair:
Alexander Kuznetsov, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

09.30–10.00  The future of our industry: how do we see it?
Alexander Kuznetsov, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

10.00–10.30  Bibliometrics and collection development
Vincent Larivière, Université de Montréal, Montreal, Canada

10.30–11.00  Open Science
Cassidy Sugimoto, Indiana University Bloomington, Bloomington, USA

11.00–11.20  COFFEE BREAK
11.20–11.45  
*Russian science development in the Web of Science mirror*

**Oleg Utkin**, Clarivate Analytics Rus, Moscow, Russia

---

11.45–12.10  
*Strategic priorities of Russian science development and first results (by Scopus)*

**Galina Yakshonak**, Elsevier, Moscow, Russia

---

12.10–12.30  
*Descartes 2.0 project: new models of research information transmission*

**Vadim Kurpakov**, Kant Baltic Federal University, Kaliningrad, Russia

---

12.30–12.50  
*Where the world is heading?*

**Irina Razumova**, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

---

12.50–13.10  
*The scholarly communication attitudes and behaviour of Early Career Researchers (the new wave of researchers): an international survey*

**David Nicholas**, CIBER Research Ltd, Newberry, UK,
**Tatiana Polezhajeva**, Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russia

---

13.10–14.45  
DINNER

---

14.45–15.00  
Exhibition opening
Chair: 
**Ekaterina Polnikova**, Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

**15.00–15.20** Librarian of the future. In search of virtual comfort
**Ekaterina Polnikova**, Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

**15.20–15.40** Discovery service customisation for different user groups
**Natalia Litvinova**, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

**15.40–16.00** User experience matters: towards improving the discovery service at academic library
**Darya Zvonareva**, Nazarbayev University, Nur-Sultan, Republic of Kazakhstan

**16.00–16.20** Teaching academic literacy to faculty: MOOC or joy of communication?
**Valeria Vasilyeva, Irina Chigareva**, North-West Institute of Management, branch of RANEPA, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

**16.20–16.40** COFFEE BREAK
16.40–17.00  Use of digital resources for university promotion in global ratings
Dmitry Kochetkov, Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia, Moscow, Russia

17.00–17.20  Scientific content in the era of “Digital economy”. New capabilities of specialized databases in the field of chemistry, biology and medicine
Andrei Khudoshin, Elsevier B.V., Moscow, Russia

17.20–17.40  Semantic Web, where art thou?
Roman Piontek, EBSCO Information Services, Prague, Czech Republic

17.40–19.00  PANEL DISCUSSION Publishers and Users: “Familiar strangers”
Moderators:
Natalia Litvinova, Russian State Library; NEICON, Moscow, Russia
Tatiana Polezhaeva, National Research Tomsk University, Tomsk, Russia

19.30–20.30  WELCOME PARTY
Wednesday, September 25, 2019

09.00–10.00  Side event. Practical seminar “Open Access publications: authors opportunities and Wiley editor recommendations”

   Tutors:
   Natalia Kalitseva, client manager, John Wiley & Sons Rus;
   Ganna Lyiashenko, PhD, senior associate editor of the journal Chemistry - A European Journal (Wiley)

OPEN ACCESS. RUSSIA VS THE REST OF THE WORLD? (10.00–13.20)

Chair:
Irina Razumova, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

10.00–10.20  Open Access publications in Web of Science: geography of the revolution
   Valentin Bogorov, Clarivate Analytics Rus, Moscow, Russia

10.20–10.40  Great Firewall of China and Chinese scholarly OA resources: combination of incongruous and practical realization
   Arkadiy Khaliukov, Grebennikov Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

10.40–11.00  Transformative agreements in Russia: myth or reality?
   Sergei Paramonov, John Wiley&Sons, Moscow, Russia

11.00–11.20  Springer Nature Open Access Strategy
   Darya Iovcheva, Springer Nature, Moscow, Russia

11.20–11.40  COFFEE BREAK
11.40–12.00  Navigating the labyrinth of Open Access: a UK perspective
Helen Dobson, Manchester University, Manchester, UK

12.00–12.20  The importance of the OA transformational deal for Eastern Europe
Katalin Urban, Library and Information Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary

12.20–12.40  Why we need transformative agreements for OA — from experience of the Royal Society of Chemistry. First results of the Read & Publish programme
Mikhail Popov, Royal Society of Chemistry, Berlin, Germany

12.40–13.00  Aggregators and repositories
Elena Okhezina, Alexander Efimov, Ural Federal University, Ekaterinburg, Russia

13.00–13.20  The splendors and miseries of Open Access, or When “intellectual communism” comes
Vladimir Prudnikov, Publishing Center Infra-M, Moscow, Russia

13.20–15.00  DINNER

15.00–19.00  DISCUSSION VENUE “TIME FOR ACCUER”

Moderators:
Elena Beylina, editor-in-chief of University Book journal, Moscow, Russia;
Natela Kvelidze-Kuznetsova, Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia, library director, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Free discussion, question and answer session
Side event: Certified master classes of Clarivate Analytics “New opportunities of Clarivate Analytics resources and services: Web of Science, InCites, Publons”

Tutor: Valentin Bogorov, Clarivate Analytics Rus, Moscow, Russia

11.00–11.20 COFFEE BREAK

RESEARCH INFORMATION IN LIBRARIES AND BEYOND (11.20–13.00)

Chair: Natalia Litvinova, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

11.20–11.40 Open Access in university libraries

Eugeniy Strukov, Nailia Plotnikova, Kazan Federal University, Kazan, Russia

11.40–12.00 From Union regional library consortium of Tyumen region to East Siberia inter-regional center: evolution of the idea

Elena Ulyanova, Tyumen State University, Tyumen, Russia

12.00–12.20 Cultural heritage in digital environment: development of services and collections

Artem Vasilyev, National Research Tomsk University, Tomsk, Russia
12.20–12.40  Program module for collection and analysis of scientometric data of faculty: possibilities for integration and further development

Svetlana Morozova, Natela Kvelidze-Kuznetsova, Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

12.40–13.00  “Siberian scientists have proved...” or How scientific PR works for Siberian research institutions

Denis Kosiakov, Inna Judina, Elena Bazyleva, Olga Fedotova, Zoya Vakhrameeva, State Public Library of RAS Siberian Branch, Novosibirsk, Russia

13.00–15.00  DINNER

BIBLIOMETRICS (15.00–18.00)

Chair:
Olga Moskaleva, Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

15.00–15.20  Measuring the gender gap in scientific mobility and attrition

Cassidy Sugimoto, Indiana University Bloomington, Bloomington, USA

15.20–15.40  Indicators for global science

Vincent Larivière, Université de Montréal, Montreal, Canada

15.40–16.00  The speed of journal publication as a factor for achievement formal indicators of research output in Russia

Inna Zibareva, Boris Alperin, Aleksei Vedyagin, Boreskov Institute of Catalysis, Novosibirsk, Russia
16.00–16.20  Regional indices in Web of Science — what are they for?  
Olga Moskaleva, Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

16.20–16.40  COFFEE BREAK

16.40–17.00  Impact factor and Open Access. Who wins?  
Irina Razumova, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

17.00–17.20  Bibliographic freaks and their impact on research landscape (analysis based on records from a well-known database)  
Andrei Guskov, Denis Kosiakov, Irina Selivanova, State Public Library of RAS Siberian Branch, Novosibirsk, Russia

17.20–17.40  Back to the old topic: why do we have low citation rates?  
Denis Kosiakov, State Public Library of RAS Siberian Branch, Novosibirsk, Russia

17.40–18.00  Russian Open Science Analytics (ROSA) platform. Aggregation of data on Russian scientists from open sources  
Igor Setchenko, The Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (RANEPA), Moscow, Russia
SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION IN THE MODERN WORLD (10.00–13.20)

Chair:
Aleksey Skalaban, NEICON, Minsk, Belarus

10.00–10.20 Journal editorial policy and Open Access: preprints
Alina Zhuk, The Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (RANEPA)

10.20–10.40 Promotion of a humanitarian journal to the global citation indices: strategy and tactics
Aleksey Podchinenov, Ural Federal University, Ekaterinburg, Russia

10.40–11.00 Inclusion of journals published by Siberian Federal University in global citation indices: case study
Olga Aleksandrova, Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

11.00–11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20–11.50 ORCID & The value of authenticated identities
Ivo Wijnbergen, ORCID, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

11.50–12.10 Frequent mistakes in DOI registration
Aleksey Skalaban, NEICON, Minsk, Belarus
12.10–12.30
DOI assignment. Can you buy a ticket to eternity?
Andrey Ivakhnenko, Antiplagiat Company, Moscow, Russia

12.30–12.50
Quantitative analysis of self-plagiarism in Russian research publications
Yury Chekhovich, Antiplagiat Company, Moscow, Russia

12.50–13.10
“Anti-plagiarism RSL” project and it’s role in raising the level of Russian science
Nina Avdeeva, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

13.10–13.20
Conference closing

13.20–13.30 BREAK

13.30–14.00
Closing speech: In search for inner Buratino
Alexander Kuznetsov, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

14.00–15.00 DINNER

15.30–20.00
Closing party at taverna Drimos
September 25–26,
CONFERENCE VENUE

POSTER SESSION

Information security of electronic educational resources
Emilia Geger, Scientific Information Center for Information and Distant Technology, Briansk, Russia

Development of the model for monitoring research activities
Tatiana Kharybina, Elena Beskaravainaya, Library for Natural Science, Moscow, Russia

Transformative agreements in Russia. Counting expenses
Irina Razumova, NEICON, Moscow, Russia

Knowledge management in an institution: a system based on automated system of scientific information
Svetlana Zhmailo, Oleg Ulyanin, All-Russia Research Institute of Automatics named after N. L. Dukhov, Moscow, Russia

Journal as a basic element of scientific communication: paradoxes of development
Elizaveta Ivanitskaya, Scientific technical center of industrial safety problems research, Moscow, Russia
In search of innovations: what does new generation ELS contain?

Konstantin Kostyuk, Direct-Media, Moscow, Russia

ELS Evolution. Version 3.0

Anton Molchanov, “Polytechresource”, Moscow, Russia

Specific aspects in use of educational content in higher education and corporate institutions: common features and difference (Ibooks case study)

Anastasiya Aidakova, I-Books, Moskow, Russia
John Wiley & Sons is one of the oldest academic publishing houses in the world with rich history and impressive collection of content. Today the company publishes more than 60,000 books (21,000 of which are scientific), 1,600 scientific journals (including a large number of world-famous and respected titles), as well as encyclopedias and reference books, textbooks and databases with scientific information (including the Cochrane Library of the evidence-based medicine). The scientific content is provided on the Wiley Online Library (www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com). Wiley also expands its capabilities and offers solutions in the field of training and development of professional skills.

Find out more at www.wiley.com.

The Company of Biologists is a not-for-profit publishing organisation dedicated to supporting and inspiring the biological community. We are run by distinguished practicing scientists. We exist to profit science, not shareholders. We inspire new thinking and support the worldwide community of biologists.

We publish five specialist peer-reviewed journals: Development, Journal of Cell Science, Journal of Experimental Biology, Disease Models & Mechanisms and Biology Open. Furthermore, we facilitate scientific meetings, provide travel grants for researchers and support research societies. We ensure the profits from the hard work of scientists inspires future scientific discovery and develops the next generation.

https://www.biologists.com/
Universal electronic library, with tens of thousands text-books for all specialties. Simple access and easy integration with the electronic information and educational environment of the university. Options:

- ONLINE access via browser.
- OFFLINE access via applications for Android, iOS and Windows
- Adaptive design for any mobile devices.
- Full complete reading services — copying, quoting, bookmarks
- Powerful search engine with wide opportunities, including full text context search and relevant result
- Services for people with disabilities
- Detailed statistics
- Bibliography information export in several formats
- Possibility to publish student's works with check on plagiarism

Passport of Euromonitor International company is global market research database providing statistics and analysis on industries, countries, consumers and companies. Featuring usable quick search, visualization tools for easy perception of information, 115 million internationally comparable statistics and 25,000 market research reports, Passport on-line platform provides an understanding of the global business and economic environment in 210 countries.
Ideal starting point for international market research:
- Forward-looking analysis of consumer and industrial markets
- Industry and category market sizes, shares and growth forecasts
- Company strategies, positioning, strengths and weaknesses
- Understanding of the wider business and economic landscape
- As much detail for emerging as developed economies
- Real insight into what is driving change and the consequences

Passport supports teaching and research across a wide range of disciplines:
- International Business; Marketing; Management; Entrepreneurship
- Economics; Social Studies; International Relations; Geography
- Hospitality and Tourism; Fashion; Food Marketing; Health Studies